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SOME PROBLEMS OF GENERAL PARALYSIS.

fts ENERAL paralysis has alwvays been somethiing of a
mystery, an-d it may therefore be worth while to review
some of the more recent atteinpts whiclh have been made

towards solving its problenms. In this disease, as always,
diagnosis means more than attaching the correct label to a case.
An understanding of the patlhological processes at work, and of
the means whereby they produce physical symiiptoms, is also.
needed. Not that the correct label is always attached, since the
diagnosis of general paralysis is often made on inadequate
grounds. Some are inclined to make this diagnosis in every
ca.se of mental deterioratioin in which it is supported by
the examination of the blood and cerebrospinal fluid. But by
relying too much on laboratory diagnosis wve are apt to label as
general paralysis every case with the paretic type of gold-sol
reaction, aud a positive Wasseriianan reaction in the cerebro-
spinal fluid, nieglectinog the fact that many of the more severe
forms of meningeal syphilis give strong reactionis of this type in
the earlier stages of the disease. Others consider that the
physical components of the disease, especiallv the trombone
tremor of the tongue, should be present before a definite
diagnosis is made. But this attitude merely delays the institu-
tion of appropriate treatment, since there is evidence that the
lesions of general paralysis miiay be present in the patient's
cerebral cortex at a time when his synmptoms are purely mental.

Another error that is frequently inade is to regard as
taboparesis every case of tabes in which mental symptoms make
their appearance. The pathological examination of the brains
of such cases often shows no evidenice of svphilitic disease of the
cortex, or if this is present, it mtiay niot hlavTe the characters of
general paralysis. T'abetics are at least as liable to mental
disease as the rest of the population anid tlheir brains may be
damaged by such syrphilitic processes as chronic hydrocephalus
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and cortical vascular disease. But uindoubtedly many cases of
ta.bes do develop general paralysis, just as miany cases of general
paralysis have early tabetic lesions of the spinal cord. There is
thus a definite connexion between the two diseases, on the
patliological as on the clinical side, althouglh our knowledve
of the pathology of the two does niot yet furniislh us with
a reason for this connexion. Whereas in general paralysis the
etiological agent cain be found in considerable niumiibers in the
cortex in the majority of cases at all stages of the disease. there
has been no conclusive evidence of its presence in the spinal cord
of tabetics. Nor indeed is the rnumnber of cases in which
spirochetes have been found in the meninges of tabetics sufficient
to prove their constant presence there. Jahnel appears to have
found them in the subdural space, and Richter claimls to have
found them in the meningeal pocket near the dorsal root
ganglion; but these were isolated findings among a large number
of cases examined. In fact our knowledge ef the pathogenesis
of tabes has scarcely advanced during the last twventy years.

The pathogenesis of general paraly-sis is by comparison well
understood. The presence of spirochetes in the cortex shows
it to be a subacute syphilitic encephalitis, and disposes at once
of the older theories that it is a special form of degenerative
process. The degeneration of nerve-cells and' -fibres seems to be
as directly due to the toxins which emanate from the spirochbtes
as are the perivascular and meningeal infiltrations and the
neuroglial overgrowth. The reaction of the microglia, with the
formation of rod-cells and the presence of inorganic iron in
their processes, is so characteristic of general paralyTsis as to be
pathognomonic; but the origin of the iron is still undecided.
Although it might be derived from the nuclei and Nissl granules
of the nerve-cells, its absence in other forms of cortical
degeneration is against this supposition. Most authors consider
that it is derived from the blood, and this theory is supported
by the collections of similar iron-containing material in the
walls of the cortical vessels. The Prussian blue reaction in the
cortex is thus of the greatest importance for diagnosis; and
while we are scarcely justified in the present state of our
knowledge in refusing to consider as general paralysis a case
in which this reaction is negative, its presence is undoubtedly
of much greater diagnostic value than such naked-eye changes
as the granular ependymitis, meningeal thickening and cortical
shrinkage, on which diagnosis was often based in the past. For
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granular ependymitis may occur in its most intense- form in
chronic meningeal syphilis and has no necessary relationship to
general paralysis.

The involvement of the basal ganglia in general paralysis
is of interest in both its pathological and clinical bearings. It
is known that the putamen and caudate nucleus are almost
constantly affected by a process which differs little from that in
the cortex. Rod-cells and plasma-cells round the vessels are
often especially noticeable here. On the other hand the globus
pallidus is as constantly spared. The optic thalamus may or
may not be affected. This selectivity is difficult to understand,
even if we postulate that structures of similar developmental
age, such as the neostriatum and neopallium, are especially liable
to be attached by the spirochaete pallida. For although the
lesions in the basal ganglia are similar to those in the cortex,
spirochaetes have very rarely been found in this situation.

Another problem to which a considerable amount of
attention has been devoted of late years is the method of action
of malarial therapy. The earlier workers on this subject found
evidence of a transition of the morbid process from the diffuse
inflammatory type of general paralysis to the focal gummatous
lesions of tertiary syphilis. Later work, however, has not
altogether confirmed this. Although gummata and local
ulcerations may occur after malarial treatment, the relapse
which follows in many cases is found to be associated with the
usual pathological picture of general paralvsis. At the same
time all are agreed that spirochaetes disappear from the cortex
very rapidly after the onset of malaria, and it is therefore
natural to attribute the' clinical improvement to destruction of
the etiological agent.

What 'determines this destruction of spirochaetes is still
uncertain. It has been attributed by some to antibodies to the
malarial plasmodium which have been supposed to have an
affinity for the spirochaete; by others to the increased permea-
bility of the vessels which it is known to cause; and by still
others to the pyrexia which is supposed to be directly harmful
to the spirochaetes. To each' of these theories objections have
been raised, and none is completely satisfactory; but the fact
that other pyrexial agents are often equally effective militates
against the first hypothesis. It has been held that malarial
treatment increases the amount of cellular exudate in the cortex;
but.. this must be largely a matter of speculation, for it is
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EDITORIAL

impossible to tell, in any case of the disease, what degree of
cellular exudate was present before malarial therapy was
instituted.

To regard general paralysis as an inflammatory disease of
the cortex does not therefore altogether explain its peculiar
characters, and our treatment is still hampered by ou-r imperfect
comprehension of its pathogenesis. For example, if the disease
in the basal ganglia is of the same nature as that in the cortex
we should expect it to be equally influenced by malarial therapy,
whereas several workers have found that cases in which death
occurs during a clinical remission may still show abundant
inflammatory changes in the basal ganglia, although the cortex
presents an almost normal appearance. Some inideed have gone
so far as to suggest that relapses are due to the persistence of
the disease in the basal ganglia with eventual spread thence to
the cortex.

Perhaps the investigation of these problems has been
attempted too much by histological methods, which are always
more apt to raise questionis than to answer them, and it may be
that a different line of research is needed. Meanwhile the
malarial treatment of the disease, like so many other forms of
therapy, remains empirical.
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